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Fig. 1. Schematic Layout of the SLC 

the beams; the existing Linac modified to provide stronger focussing and bean guidance 
capability; higher power Klystrons for higher energy acceleration in the Lir.«,; a new 
Positron Source system; an Arc transport line for each beam; and a Final Focus aystem 
to produce smalt beams and bring them into collision. In addition, there is a new control 
system with much improved capabilities needed to match the sntiesaed complexity of the 
machine. 

Let u§ briefly trace the steps of an operating cycle beginning at a time when each 
of the two Damping Rings have circulating in them two damped benches. Start the cycle 
by extracting one bunch of positrons from the south ring and, 69 ns later, extract both 
electron bunches from the north Ting. Each Ring-to-Linac (RTL) transport hne contains 
a longitudinal phase compressor which transforms the length of each bunch from its ring 
equilibrium value {a, = 6mm) to about 1.5 mm, suitable for ' ;ng into the Linat RF 
structure. 

The first two bunches (e^ .e ' ) are aceelerait'i; to the end of the Linae, transported 
around their respective Arri <» unified to transverse dimensions of a few microns in 
the Final Focus ays* . or<jughi into collision at the Interaction Point (IP). Following 
their disruptive inttriiction the beams are extracted; their energy is precisely measured on 
each pulse; and they are finally discarded into a dump. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we report on the statue of the SLAC Linear Collider {SLC), the proto
type of a new generation of colliding beam accelerators. This novel type of machine holds 
the potential of extending electron-positron colliding beam studies to centor-of-mass (cm.) 
energies far in excess or what is economically achievable with colliding beam storage rings. 
If the technical challenges posed by linear colliders are solvable at a reasonable cost, this 
new approach would provide an attractive alternative to electron-positron rings, where, 
because of rapidly rising synchrotron radiation losses, the cost and sisteof the ring increases 
with the square of the c m . energy. 

In addition to its role as a test vehicle for the linear collider principle, the SLC 
aims at providing an abundant source of Z° decays to high energy physics experiments. 
Accordingly, two major detectors, the upgraded Mark II, now installed on the SLC beam 
line, and the state-of-the-art SLD, currently under construction, are preparing to probe 
the Standard Model at the ZQ pole. 

The SLC project was originally funded in 1983. Since the completion of construction, 
we have been commissioning the machine to bring it up to a performance level adequate 
for starting the high energy physics program. In the remainder of this paper, we will 
discuss the status, problems and performance of the major subsystems of the SLC. We will 
conclude with a brief outline of the physics program, and of the planned enhancements to 
the capabilities of the machine. 

2. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

The Si.C \l\ Is not a linear collider m the truest sense, namely two iinats pointing 
at each other. Rather, it is an adaption of the existing SLAC facilities to which damping 
rings have been added near injection and transport lines have been added to the end of 
the accelerator to bring intense, very small phase space beams into collision. 

A schematic view of SLC is shown in Fig. 1. The various subsystems are: an Elec
tron Source to provide two high-intensity short pulses; a sector {1 of 30) of acceleration to 
bring the energy up to 1.2 GeV; two Damping RmgB to reduce the phase space occupied by 

•Work supported by the Department of Energy, contract DE-AC03-76SF00S15. 
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The third bunch, designated the ecavosger bunch at It « • npeomtof *he remaining 
RFfaith«Unu,taMtr*cMtwothird»<]ftlMW^dMmtIwIJiMcandUrtrt«dtoprodu« 
poeltxone. Thee* positron* are collected u d accelerated to 900 MtV In a high gradient, 
•t»og1rfoaiiMdUnMr»cc«1nvtor tthMtttti^tMfmdiBdiwtdo«Da2kmUa«toth> 
beginning of the LIMC for reinjeetJon and enbeeQuent acceleration to 1,2 GeV. Just prior 
to their arrival into the Linac, the electron gun I* tad producing two buret* of particlee 
spaced 62 n» apart whkh u t bunched and alto accelerated to l.S Q«V fcr Injection lato 
their ring is which thsy are damped for S to • an. The timing of tiaae gytxutattks I* ao 
arranged that the positrons enter their ring to replace th« bunch that was extracted on 
tin previous cycle- Having a larger transverse phase space to be damped, UM pceltrona 
will remain in their ring twict at long ai the electrons in thaln. At the rtart of tht ntxt 
cycle the altaraaU fully damped bunch k need. 

Table I ahowt a brief summary of tht critical design paramtten, and of tht progress 
to date, which we now proceed to evaluate in detail. 

Table I. Bute Parameter! of tht SLC. 

Deetgn Goal Initial Goal Achieved UnlU 

Beam Energy 
at IP 

SO 40 40 G«V 

Beam Energy 
at End of Linac 

51 47 U GeV 

Electron! at 
Entrance of Arci 

7 x 10 1 0 1 x 10"> 3.5 x 10" 

Poeltrone at 
Entrance of Arcs 

7 x 10 1 0 1 x 10"> 0.6 x 10 1 0 

Repetition Rate 180 60 5 Hi 
Bunch Length 

Of 

1.5 1.5 1.5 . 3.0 n u n 

Transverse Emittanee 
at End of Linac 

3 x 10 - 1 5 x ID"1 3-20 x ID - 1 mrad 

Spot Radius at IP 1.6 2.8 ~« Microoa 

Luminosity « x 10* « x 10 s' — cm"' e tc - 1 

Z°'e per day 1.6 x 10* IS | — 
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3. STATUS OF COMMISSIONING OF THE MAJOR StC SYSTEMS 

Specialised descriptions of the various SLC subsystems, w well at in-depth analyses 
of the performance to date, have been reported recently (3-sj, We have therefore opted, in 
this section, for a more qualitative discussion of the machine phytic* issues. No attempt has 
been made to refer to all centributkg Individuals, nor to quote all published ot unpublished 
document*. Many of the results eunuoariied below are reported in more detail in numerous 
reporta at other conference* {ft]-

3.1 INJECTION 

The SLC injector [7] contiatf of the electron source and the ant of the 30 Linac 
sectors. The source must produce a pair of Intense electron bunches (> 7 x 1010e" per 
pulse), with time eeparation (62 ns), emittance (l.S x 10"' m-rad), and momentum spread 
(±196) appropriate, after acceleration to 1.2 GeV, for injection into the North Damping 
Ring. Positrons, which have been injected at 300 MeV into the Linac, must be accelerated 
along with the electron bunchea and transported Into the South Damping Ring. Control 
of the energies and energy spread of the three bunches are required for efficient Injection 
Into the rings. Intensity stabilisation k Important in the control of the energy jitter of the 
beams extracted from the damping rings. In addition, proper adjustment and stabilization 
of the temporal spacing of the bunches Is necessary to that colliding beams always cross 
at the same location in the interaction hall. 

As of June 1847, properly spaced pairs of electron bunches can be accelerated and 
stabilized in energy for injection into the North Damping Ring. Emltfance and momentum 
•pread requirements (for 130 Hs operation) are met without difficulty for bunch populations 
of S x 101 0e~. At bunch populations in excess of 7.5 x 10 W , intensity jitter becomes a 
problem. 

Positron transmission through the injector region depends upon the initial positron 
launch conditions. An increased positron bunch length enlarges the energy spread which 
results tn poor transmission and injection into the south ring. Transmission efficiencies 
through the injector into the ring of 40% are typically achieved. This is expected to 
improve as the positron source is brought up to full specifications. 

Whereas double electron bunch operation has been tested, only single bunches are 
routinely accelerated through the injector region. Two-bunch operation is awaiting the 
installation of a two bunch extraction kicker in the North Damping Ring. Testing of three 
bunch operation is scheduled for the Fall of 1987. Testa of the polarized e" source arc 
planned for 1988. 

3.2. DAMPING RINGS 

Two damping rings [8] have been built to reduce the transverse emittance of the 
positron and electron bunches to a va»ue of 7< = 3 x 10~s m-rad required for micron 
•iied spate at the IP. At 120 Hi, 8.3 msec are available for damping. In the electron ring. 
two bunches must be damped simultaneously, as well as injected into and extracted from 
orbtta separated by half the circumference of the ring. In addition, the length of bunches 
of electrons and positrons must be shortened to 1.5 mm between extraction from the ring 
and reinjection into the Linac. 
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Initial commissioning of both rings Is complete. Traiwara* amittance requirement* 
for operation at 120 H* are readily achieved during available damping time, ai shown In 
Fig. 2. The electron ring routinely delivers single bunches of 2 - 3 x 10'° electrons for 
recirculation in the Linac. The positron ring and transfer Ilnee typically output 4 x 10° 
positrons; their transmission (typically &0%) remains to be optimised. 

0 L-J 1 1 1 1 I 1 
10 20 30 

• • ' l/mt I T I I * « 

Fig. 2. The omittance of the beam extracted from the electron storage ring 
as a function of storage time. Design emittance is 3 x 10"s m-rad. The 
vertical emitt&nce t< y is smaller than the horizontal emittance because the 
Ring is operated without coupling. 

Bunch lengthening, which reduces the maximum usable current to about 2 x 10'° 
particles per pulse, has been observed (Fig. 3) in both Damping Rings. This dependence 
of the bunch length on current is caused by an excessive longitudinal ring impedance, due 
to too narrow & vacuum pipe through the bending magnets, and to too many transitions 
between vacuum chambers of varying sizes. Even though It in possible to extract higher 
currents from the ring, it is not possible to compress the large bunch lengths in the trans
port line leading from the rings to the Linac (RTL) because of energy aperture restrictions 
in the RTL. Furthermore, the minimum achievable bunch length Is limited by the equi
librium energy spread which increases above the turbulence threshold (about 1.5 x 10 IQ 

e/bunch). 
An increased longitudinal beam size results in larger momentum spread in the Linac, 

and in increased sensitivity to transverse wake fields. In addition, the increased Kaven^ ,r 
bunch length results in Increased positron bunch lengths which are subsequently difficult 
to inject into the south damping ring because of an enlarged energy spread. The present 
system is adequate for operation at 1 x 10 1 0 particles per pulse. The maximum useful beam 
current can be increased to nearly 5 x 10 1 0 by shielding the ring bellows; enlarging the 
RTL energy aperture (this is currently being implemented); increasing the available RF 
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Fig- 3. (a) Equilibrium bunch length in the Damping Ring* as a function of 
beam torrent. Design bunch length is 6 mm at this location, (b) Equilibrium 
energy spread in the Damping Rings as a function of beam current. A 
threshold for turbulent bunch lengthening t> observed at about 1.5 x It)'0 

particles/bunch. 

voltage in the ring; and performing some precompression in the ring itself by inducing a 
properly timed quadrupale oscillation (this has been successfully demonstrated). Reaching 
the ultimate design goal of 7 x I 0 t 0 particles per pulse will require a substantial redesign 
of the damping ring vacuum chamber to minimize the longitudinal ring impedance. 

The SLC specifically calls for the simultaneous injection and extraction of two electron 
bunches separated by half* ring circumference. Two-bunch injection and storage has been 
successfully demonstrated. During the present Autumn 1987 shutdown a new extraction 
kicker will be installed which will permit simultaneous extraction of the two bunches »nd, 
hence, operation at 120 Hz. Without successful injection and extraction of two electron 
bunches, operation would be limited to 60 Hz, where alternate Linac cycles at 120 Hz 
accelerate alternate bunches of electrons for production or positrons and for transport to 
the interaction point. 

3.3. POSITRON SOURCE 

The SLC positron source j 1,0] consists of a W-Re target, a flux concentrator, 200 
MeV of acceleration Mid a 2 km return line. At the two-thirds point in the Linac, 33 
GeV electrons are deflected onto the target. Positrons in the resultant shower are accel
erated to 200 MeV in a s-band, high gradient capture section fallowed by three standard 
SLAC sections. The positrons are then transported baclc to the beginning of the Linac Tor 
subsequent acceleration to 1.2 GeV and injection into the South Damping Ring. 

To date, a yield of one positron injected into the Linac from the South Damping 
Ring for every two electrons incident on target has been achieved. The maximum number 
of positrons stored in the south ring has been approximately 1 x ID 1 0 particles in a single 
pulse. In order to accomplish this yield, careful tuning of the positron bunch length was 
required [3]. The smallest achieved bunch lengths arc approximately 1.5 times longer than 
can be expected to St inside the damping ring energy aperture after acceleration through 
the injector. 
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Reduction of the Incident electron bunch length, installation (currently in progress} of 
a new high gradient section and capture region solenoid) u 'veil as improved positron orbit 
control through the injector region are expected to bring the /iuld of damped positrons up 
to nearly one positron per electron incident on target. 

3.4. LINAC 

The SLAC Linac has been upgraded [2,10-11] to accelerate tightly fbcuMed beams 
of positrons and electrons on the same RF pulse without significant omittance increase. 
Over 200 new 67 MW klystrons have been installed in the Linac, and beam anergics of 53 
GeV have been measured [13]; 3.5 x 10 1 0 electrons and 0.4 x 1 0 1 0 positions per bunch can 
be routinely accelerated to 47 GeV. 

The transverse shapes of the beams at the end of the Linac depend on input conditions 
from the RTL, the quadrupole lattice, the encrgy.acceleration profile of the Linac and 
transverse wake fields. The transverse beam emittaneee have been measured at the end of 
the Linac as a function of beam current. At low Intensity, the apparent electron emittancc 
ties between one half (in the vertical plane) and four times (In the horisonta) plane) the 
design value. This increase in apparent horliontal emlttance between the exit from the 
damping ring and the exit from the Linac is attributed to residual unmatched dispersion 
in the RTL, which can be eliminated by careful tuning. 

Above about 0.8 x 10 1 0 electrons per pulse the bunch lengthening (due to the damping 
ring) increases the beam energy spread dramatically k» the Linac, resulting in sharply 
increased chromatic phase dilution effects. Transverse wake field Instabilities are also 
intensified b; longer bunches. Previously mentioned improvements to the Damping Rings 
should reduce these problems and improve the apparent omittance above 10 1 0 particles 
per bunch. 

Transverse wake fields, which arise from space charge effects in the accelerating struc
ture, can displace the phase space of the trailing part of a bunch relative to the phase space 
of the leading part, effectively causing the bunch to grow a transverse tail (3,14). The site of 
the effect depends on bunch current, bunch length and the accuracy with which the beam 
is launched into, and centered in, the accelerating structure. This effect has been studied 
experimentally in some detail; measurements agree quantitatively with expectations |3). 

In order to keep transverse wake fields from diluting the phase apace, strong, focussing 
and accurate beam centering within the Linac irises is necessary. The Linac has, therefore, 
been instrumented with a new orbit control system designed to center the beam with an 
RMS error less than 100 microns. Performance to date is 125 microns for single beams 
(dominated by electronic calibration uncertainties) and about three times as much Tor 
two-beam operation (dominated by mechanical misalignments and by steering algorithm 
performance). Orbit quality is steadily improving. 

In addition to "static" orbit control, "dynamic" corrections are necessary to compen
sate slow (e.g., temperature drifts) and faqt changes (e.g., due to ripple on power supplies 
or changing klystron populations) in machine conditions. For instance, the launch of both 
positrons and electrons into the Linac from the Damping Rings and into the Arcs from 
the Linac must be controlled with feedback systems. Presently the position and angle 
of electrons into and out of the Linac are controlled once per minute by so-called slow 
feedback processes. An energy feedback system maintains the beam energy within 0.1% 
of nominal. The energy spread of the bunch currently meets the design value (±0.2%) for 
bunch intensities lens than about 1 x 10 1 0 ; at higher intensities, the energy spread is limited 
by the increase in bunch length with bunch current. A fast feedback on the energy of the 
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electron* operating on a pulse-by-pulae basis has been shown to limit the RMS energy 
jitter to leu than 0.13% |IS], and is now being incorporated in the online control system. 

The »low feedback processes for positrons are now JUBI starting to be commissioned. 
Fast pulae-by-pulae feedback on the poaitron energy and the wake field-Induced beam tails 
are also being installed. 

The techniques for transverse rtabiliiation described in this section are expected to 
prove effective for up to a few times 10 1 0 particles per bunch. Wake field control at the 
full design current will require the application of more sophisticated techniques, such as 
Landau damping; these lie beyond the scope of this report. 

3.5. ARCS 

The SLC Arc System |16-l8] is designed to transport beams of electrons and positron 
from the end of the SLAC Luiac to the beginning of the Final Focus System where they arc 
made to collide head on. To minimize phase space dilution caused by quantum fluctuations 
in the synchrotron radiation energy loss mechanism, the bending radii arc large, and very 
high gradient AG cells are arranged in trains of low dispersion, terrain following, achromats. 

Each Arc consists of about 240 identical cells; each cell, in turn, contains two very 
high gradient, combined function magnets, alternately focussing and defocuesing. The 
relative strengths of the dipole, quadrupole and aextupole components of these magnets 
are <et by the joint requirements of enforcing the designed beam trajectory, maintaining 
the proper betatron phase advance in both vertical and horizontal planes, and achieving 
the delicate balance of high order cancellations that ensure achromatic behavior. As the 
dipole and quadrupole fields experienced by the beam depend on the orbit itself, the 
above requirements imply tight tolerances on the alignment of the magnets. This, and 
the necessity to avoid separate steering correctors that take up additional space, lead to a 
design that incorporates mechanical magnet movers: these remotely adjust the vertical (or 
hoflioriLal} position of each magnet to simultaneously optimize the beam trajectory anil 
the betatron phase advances. 

Early stages of Arc commissioning suffered from poor reproducibility of magnet mov« 
settings, and from very slow mechanical deformation* of a few percent of the magnets, ihdt 
caused gross misalignments. The worst of these mechanical failures have now been mended 
At the present stage, random alignment errors in the electron Arc, baaed on detailed orbit 
and optical measurements, are estimated not to exceed 150 microns RMS (ilie design 
calls for a tolerance of 100 microns). Systematic errors in the placement or the magnetic 
centers, originally found at the 200 to 400 micron level, have mostly been removed by 
experimentally tuning the betatron phase advance along the Arc. With the exception of 
a few badly behaved cells, which remain to be corrected, the present alignment of the 
electron Arc is adequate for achieving a 2 to 4 micron spot size at the IP 

Optical performance af the Arcs is very sensitive to phase shift errors through the 
lattice. This problem arises because the beam line does not lie in a plant'; instead, it 
follows the local terrain. At each roll, i.e., at each point where the radius of curvature of 
the Arc changes planes, cross-plane coupling occurs between the horizontal and vertical 
betatron oscillations. This coupling is in principle reversed at a downstream compensating 
roll, where the radius of curvature returns to the original plane; however, this cancellation 
occurs only if the total phase advance between rolb, lies in (each plane) within a few 
degrees of its design value of N • 2x. Otherwise, the strength of the coupling » >d tin 
amplitude of the betatron oscillation Increase to a point where the betatron ph&ie space is 
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3.8. FINAL FOCUS 

The Final Focus •yttem, filling the last 150m of tunnel on either aide or the IV, 
contains the elements that demagnify the beams to a final spot site of about 2 microns, 
steer them into collision, and transport the disrupted outgoing beams to the dumps. 

The optical design [19] utilizes telescopic modules with simultaneous point to point 
and parallel to parallel focussing, to minimise the magnitude or high order optical distor
tions [2D]. More specifically, each arm consists of a dispersion-matching suction, followed 
by a first level of demagnification which also completes, in betatron apace, the matching of 
the incoming Arc beam. At this stage, most optical imperfections due to machine irregu
larities upstream have been corrected |2lj. The beam then traverses a chromatic correction 
section, whose purpoae is to precisely balance the chromatic aberrations introduced by the 
high demagnification, shoTt focal length final telescope- For nominal incoming emittancc, 
the expected beam size at the IP is a = 2.4 microns with the current opticB, and should 
reach 1.8 microns when the superconducting final telescope is Installed in 1989. 

Commissioning to date has concentrated on single beam optical issues. Dispersion 
matching routinely yields a dispersion function within a few percent of the design; betatron 
matching, on the other hand, has been only moderately successful, as the quality or the 
electron beam delivered by the North Arc does not yet routinely bring it within correction 
range. In spite of these difficulties, spot sizes of four to six microns have been measured 
(Fig. 5) at the collision point, by scanning a thin carbon fiber of 3.5 micron radius across 
the beam, and recording the beam-induced secondary emission signal. These beam sizes, 
equal to two to three times the design beam size, are the smallest that can be theoreti
cally achieved, with design emHtaneea, ana with the chromatic correctors left off, as WM 
indeed the case. This surprisingly simple measurement establishes that the basic optics, 
throughout the machine, U essentially sound. 

While most studies in the Final Focus have so far concentrated on electrons, a 
positron spot of 20 microns, In both dimensions, has been recorded at the IP. In addition, 
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Fig. 5. A transverse scan of the beam at the SLC collision point with the 
3.5 micron radius wire. Unfolding the wire size contribution give.* an RMS 
beam size of 4.6 microns. 
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so distorted it can no longer be corrected by the Final Focus optica. Thia ia illustrated in 
Fig. 4, where a deliberately Induced horizontal betatron oscillation at the beginning of the 
Arc couples into the vertical plane by a roll. In Fig. 4m the coupling b •Uminated after the 
compensating roll because the phase error !s •mall. In Fig. 4b, a. phase shift error causa* 
residua) coupling. By adjusting magnet positions and correction coil excitations, phase 
shift errors have been corrected in the electron Arc. A similar procedure will be applied 
to the positron Arc. 
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Fig. 4. Vertical beam orbit displacement as a function of distance along the 
Arc for a beam to which a horizontal kick has been applied at the entrance 
to the Arc. The horizontal oscillation couples Into the vertical at a magnet 
roll. If the phase shift error is small, as in (a), the coupling is eliminated at 
the compensating roll. If a residual phase shift error exists, as in (b), the 
coupling remains beyond the compensating roll. 

Studies axe in progress on several fronts to reduce the sensitivity of the Arcs to 
gradient errors and to misalignments. For instance, adiabatic transitions at roll boundaries, 
spread over several magnets, have been demonstrated to provide local compensation of 
couplings; direct position readout of each magnet In both planes, as well as increased 
sampling frequency of the beam trajectories in each plane, greatly improve the diagnostic 
of so far undetected systematic errors. Such upgrades are to be progressively implemented 
over the next twelve months, and are expected to bring the system, from its present state 
that is adequate for low luminosity running, up to full SLC specifications. 
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both beams were maintained in "collision," for oeveral hours, within a few ten microns of 
each other in the transverse plane. This allowed the longitudinal position of the collision 
point to be measured, by timing techniques, to lie well within tolerance (let* than 2 mm} 
of its design location. 

One of the most severe challenges of linear colliders is to measure, and bring Into 
collision, beams of the minute slies needed to produce luminosity. While in storage rings, 
constraints inherent to the machine itself almost force the beams into collision, no such 
recourse is available here; in addition, as the center-of-mats energy increases, the on« 
prolific Bhabha scattering cross section no longer provides a sensitive enough luminosity 
monitor. 

As previously mentioned, single beam profiles have bean measured with thin carbon 
fibers scanning across the beam. Such a device, consisting of two wire-carrying heads at 
right angles to each other, is being installed inside the Mark II detector. Each head carries 
three wires (12.5, 3.5 and 2 microns radius, respectively), and can be remotely "flipped" 
into the beam path; the beam Is then scanned magnetically across one of the wires. The 
heads are disposed such that one of them measures horizontal profiles, while the other head 
measures the vertical beam site. Great care has been exercised in order to minimise the 
amount of material within the solid angle acceptance of the central Mark II drift chamber. 

Let us now turn to beam-beam finding. Once both beam profiles have bean optimised 
using the wire scanner, the beams are brought within about 10 microns of each other, 
guided by two strip-line beam position monitors (BPM) located about a foot on either 
aide of the IP. Further optimization of beam-beam centering is then achieved by taking 
advantage of the beam-beam deflection [21]: unless th« two beams are colliding exactly 
head-on, they deflect each other by angles of the order of 0.2 mrad. This deflection, 
amplified by a 5 m lever arm, Is detected in BPM's captured inside the final telescope, 
that simultaneously measure both beams on each pulse, and detect the displacement of, 
say, the electron beam, as the poaitron beam is scanned across it. The magnitude of the 
effect depends, as Illustrated in Fig. 6, on the beam current, on the distance between the 
two beams, and on the spot site (diffuse clouds will deflect each other law than line charges 
would). It therefore constitutes a very powerful diagnostic for optimising the luminosity. 
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Fig. 6. Beam-beam deflection angle vs. offset for three different spot sizes. 
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Another diagnostic of the beam-beam interaction is also available. At equivalent 
luminosities of about 5 x 10", the electromagnetic field Induced by one beam onto the 
other is sufficient to indue* detectable synchrotron radiation, termed "besmstrahlung". 
At the SLC, we have Installed threshold Cheienkov counters beyond the Bret bending 
magnet on either side of the IP. Then monitors will measure the total beamstr&hlung 
photon flux above 20 MeV (which strongly depends on the beam sixe), and the mean 
photon direction (which can be used for beam-beam iteering). The 20 MeV threshold is 
chosen to eliminate the very interne, but much lower energy, synchrotron radiation from 
the bending magnets. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS PROGRAM AND FUTURE PLANS 

Z° physics at the SLC will begin with an upgraded PEP detector, the Mark-II, to be 
followed by a new, state-of-the-art experiment, the SLD. 

The Mark II detector (4,22) consists of the following components (Fig. 7). A new 
central drift chamber (23) provides greatly improved tracking accuracy, extended angular 
coverage, two-particle separation, and * - e identification by dE/ds. A new magnet coil 
restores the central solenoids! field to 5 kGauss. Electromagnetic calorimetry, which previ
ously covered only the central region, has been extended to forward angles by the addition 
of an endcap electromagnetic calorimeter, of small angle monitors and of instrumented ra
diation masks. The muon system coverage has improved by about 40 %. The time of flight 
system has been outfitted with new scintillators. Finally, a high pressure drift chamber 
and a silicon strip vertex detector, to be installed next •ummer, will take advantage of the 
very small transverse size of the collision region for he-"y flavor studies. With the excep
tion of the vertex detectors and of the small angle monitors, the fully upgraded M aril I 
has undergone extensive tests both with cosmic rays and with electron-positron beams at 
PEP, where it collected 30 p b _ 1 of physics-quality data. At the time of this writing, thu 
detector is installed on the SLC beam line, ready to record physics data. Because of the 
PEP test run, we expect the time between the first production of Z°'«, and the production 
of good quality data for analysis, to be considerably shorter than would be required for a 
new and untested facility. 

A new and potentially much more capable detector, the SI.D [Z4|, is under construc
tion. Compared to the Mark 11, its main advantages are: full solid angle electromagnetic 
and hadronic calorimetry; particle identification up to very high momenta through the 
use of Cherenkov Ring Imaging-, and a very high resolution, two-dimensional, CCD-based 
vertex detector- The SLD, which also requires the installation of a superconducting final 
telescope at the Final Focus, is expected to move onto beam line in approximately two 
years. 

Expressed in terms of parameters at the interaction point, the luminosity is: 

where N* and N~ are the number of particles in the colliding bunches of positrons and 
electrons, a is the RMS beam radius, / is the frequency of collision, or repetition rate, 
and H is the enhancement factor which represents the increase in luminosity due to the 
focussing of the beams in the fields of each other. The physics program is expected to begin 
in earnest when the machine reaches about 1CT3 of its design luminosity, corresponding 
to IS produced Z° per day. The luminosity will then progressively improve as machine 
development and data taking alternate. The integrated exposure for Mark II is projected 
to reach about I0 5 Z's, appropriate for exploratory physics. SLD plans to collect an order 
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ol oufniUdt moTe data, by drawing on higher beam currents, stronger focussing at the 
IP, the onset of luminoiUy pinch enhancement, end looter running time. 

Two improvements to the physics capabilities of 8LC we under construction. Firstly, 
an energy spectrometer |25] is being Installed in each of the Ftntl Focus extraction llnei. 
Iv will measure die energy of each beam on e pulse-to-pulse bull. The estimated abso
lute accuracy of the cm. energy measurement (and, hence, of the 2° mass) is 4S MeV, 
dominated by systematica el magnet alignment and of residual dispersion at the IP. 

The second Improvement project is the development of • longitudinally polarised 
electron beam [26]. A polarisation of the elections of P a 45%, controlled to 4P/P = 
±1%, of the electrons, U equivalent, for asymmetry studies, to about a factor of 100 gain 
In integrated luminosity. The SLG Polarization Group alms to have all components of this 
facility fabricated, installed and tested by the end of 1968. 
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Fig. 7. Cut-away view of the Mark II detector. 
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